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Crucial for the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism in 

electroweak theory:

spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry, at least

SU(2)xU(1)  or better (for  ρ=1)

SU(2)xSU(2)�SU(2)

of some  sector coupled to the weak gauge 

bosons as the origin of  their masses

The BEH mechanism: 

Goldstone bosons become the longitudinal 

modes of the gauge bosons W, Z which 

acquire masses.

The Scalar(s)  are „by-product” of  S (global) SB



Simplest dynamical sector with chiral symmetry (to be 

spontaneously broken) – self interacting scalar field 

Virtue - renormalizability; also easy description 

of fermion masses; 

Prediction: ELEMENTARY  scalar h as The  Higgs Scalar;    

hWW,  hqq couplings are known;   



Matching of the couplings   ⇒⇒⇒⇒

• h unitarizes the WLWL amplitude (WL ≡≡≡≡ ππππ )

• mh serves as a cut-off



mh=?

We can predict the production cross sections and

the decay rates as a function of   The Scalar mass

Precision data:

mh=?



BUT4

so far, Nature does not seem 

to like elementary scalarsto like elementary scalars

and the composite ones are never

„unnaturally”  light



PIONS:

Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken chiral 

(global) symmetry of QCD

New mass scale at < 4ππππfππππ (ρρρρ mass) where ππππππππ interactions 

become strong

Small pion mass  and the σσσσ meson mass  are fully 

„natural”  (in quantum field theory)

The Scalar in QCD (accompanying SSB)

- σσσσ meson (radial excitation)-

has the mass of the order of the ρρρρ mass



Well known drawbacks of the SM  Higgs  scalar:

highly unnatural, if the next mass scale 

(characterizing the embeding of the SM into a 

„bigger” theory) is much higher (  right-handed 

neutrino mass?  GUT scale?)



(loop correction)

At the scale M, embed the SM into some bigger theory  and 
think in terms of the  Appelquist-Carazzone  decoupling

M-cut-off to the Standard Model 
ΛΛΛΛ-cut-off to the extended theory



In the presence of a new scale M



We expect low  scale  M

We expect it to be built into a structure 
such that                  is also small

A driving force for looking for extensions of the 
Standard Model

We expect it to be built into a structure 
such that                  is also small



1) What is the dynamical origin  of the electroweak scale?

2) What stabilises the electroweak scale ?  
(where the scale M comes from?)

3) What unitarizes the WW scattering amplitude?

In summary, three questions about 
the electroweak symmetry breaking:

massive W  ���� A ~ GF E2~ s/v2

Related but not identical questions: in the SM WW is  
unitarized by an elementary scalar (Higgs boson) but we 
have no idea what is the origin of GF and what stabilises 

the Fermi scale.



Basic concepts  to make EWSB „natural”:

• supersymmetry

Are we going to face a new situation concerning scalars 

or, if   new ones exist, are they similarly „natural” ?  

• supersymmetry

• new strong interactions 

• extra dimensions

SUPERSYMMETRY:  RATIONALE FOR ELEMENTARY SCALARS;  BETTER

BEHAVIOUR OF QFT WITH SCALARS IN THE UV;

IT „ANSWERS” ALL 3 QUESTIONS ABOUT  ELECTROWEAK BREAKING





Add a fermion











SUPERSYMMETRY

















Scalar potential V









APPENDIX: HIERARCHY PROBLEM





















Let’s see it using MS as the renormalisation scheme:





















Large cancellations between  

parameters m and M are necessary

to keep the physical   scalar mass small



















Corrections to a Goldstone boson mass vanish 

independently of the scale of new physics.




